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1. Aim of the deliverable 

D5.2, entitled ‘Report on provision of E-learning and training modules, technical briefing notes 

and downloadable freeware and games’ is one of the main deliverables from WP5 "E-training and 

outreach". It specifically relates to task 5.2 "Development of E-modules" which had three main goals: 

• Development of E-modules and continuous professional development (CPD) resources for 

operators and management to explain the technical basis and operational methods for risk 

reduction; 

• Development of freely available E-training (training resources for workers and for wider outreach) 

to explain the operational implementation and benefits of the project; 

• Incorporation of ‘serious games’ into E-training modules as gamification techniques which 

increase the involvement/learning outcomes of trainees, and may also engage a wider audience, 

to maximise the outreach of the project. 

2. The ROCD e-learning course – development process 

The ROCD e-learning course was developed and launched on KOMAG’s Moodle platform – in two 

languages: English and Polish. The direct link to the ROCD course webpage (with access to each 

language version) is  https://elearning.komag.eu/course/index.php?categoryid=6. There is also a 

link from the ROCD Educational Resources webpage (Fig. 1).      

 

Figure 1 Links to e-learning resources on the ROCD Educational Resources webpage. 
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The first step in the development of the ROCD course was to establish which content should be 

included in terms of topics and types of materials. This served as a basis for the next step, 

development of the course structure, i.e. identification of the course sections and materials to be 

provided within them. From an early stage it was envisaged that the following types of materials 

should be developed and provided within the Moodle platform: presentations (SCORM format), 

films, glossary (a ready-to-use Moodle resource document), software tools/applications and quizzes. 

The structure evolved alongside progress in developing the course content; the final version is 

presented in Figure 2. In particular it was decided that: 

- the films should be uploaded on a YouTube channel specially launched for the ROCD project and 

they would be also embedded on the Moodle platform (via an embedding code), which contributes 

to the films’ wider accessibility, 

- the serious game would be run on the Android system (device: smartphone, tablet) and as regards 

access to it: i) it would be disseminated via the digital distribution service Google Play, ii) in the 

ROCD e-learning course, direct access to the relevant webpage in the Google Play service would 

be given. 

 

Figure 2 Structure of the ROCD training materials (corresponds to the final version of the course). 

 
The whole course and resources – except for the serious game and the leaflet (developed by 

UNEXE) – were developed by KOMAG. Cooperation with other project partners also took place. 

The following were the main phases of ROCD e-learning course development: 
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- development of the course framework on the Moodle platform – creation of the main sections. 

- development of training materials and adding them to the course or giving access to them. 

 

The development of course materials was in two-phases: 

- all materials were verified internally in KOMAG by staff other than the creator to give independent 

viewpoints. The feedback was used to optimise the course content and visuals.  

- all materials – Polish version - were assessed by workers and management from the PGG and 

JSW mining companies, and improvements were made based on their feedback, e.g. in Topic 4.2., 

example half-masks were replaced by the exact half-masks used in JSW coal mines, which are 

known to the trainees; this contributed to better knowledge assimilation. 

The course sections labelled “module” were composed of topics that were assembled in the form of 

a SCORM presentation. The source files were PowerPoint presentations that were converted into 

SCORM format using the iSpring tool. A template (pptx file) was prepared to keep all the 

presentations consistent and in accordance with the visual identity of the project.  

For the films, a convention for the visuals and content was established and followed. Consistency 

with the project visual identity was maintained.  

The presentations and films provide input information and resources for the development of 

interactive tasks. The ‘interactive tasks’ were developed using Moodle ‘quiz’ options. 

The Internet application (in Module 2) was developed in KOMAG by a team composed of an IT 

specialist and experts in coal dust reduction who provided the necessary input data.  

As regards the ‘Glossary of terms’, KOMAG based this mainly on relevant standards and 

regulations but also on other sources like documents published by recognized institutes, 

authorities etc. As regards the English-language glossary, UNEXE contributed by providing 

definitions from the standards and other resources they have access to. Therefore, the final 

version of the glossary was developed based on resources identified by KOMAG and UNEXE.  

3. The ROCD e-learning course - description 

3.1. Scope 

The course provides knowledge about a number of topics related to coal dust and reduction of the 

associated risks: background knowledge regarding dust and coal dust, how dust affects the human 

body, what measures and methods can be applied to predict and prevent dust hazards and to 

protect miners.  

 

The order of the provided materials is as follows: 

- Glossary of terms. There is a terminology regarding dust hazards and knowing and 

understanding this is necessary to effectively use the training materials in the course. The glossary 

can be accessed at any time from within the Moodle platform. 

- Introduction to dust hazards. This section provides fundamental knowledge regarding dust (not 

only coal dust): where and how coal mine dust is “produced”, how coal dust enters and affects the 

human respiratory system, and the main diseases associate with it. 

- Dust hazards prediction. A trainee gets acquainted with example devices used for measuring 

dust concentrations. There is also an online interactive application (and instructions how to use it) 

which describes/models the distribution of dust in mines which depends on: i) the distance from 

the source and ii) type of spraying systems used. The user can enter/select input data that affects 
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the resulting/modelled levels of dust – e.g. the location of the area where dust concentrations are 

measured, actual values from a dust meter etc. Using this application and the analysis of the results 

obtained contributes to building knowledge and awareness regarding concentration of coal dust in 

coal mines and how it can be reduced by spraying systems. The tool is an Internet application – 

after clicking the access link, the application opens and runs in the same Internet browser as the 

course – i.e. no downloading and installation is necessary. 

- Dust hazards prevention. General information about types of solutions that can be used to 

reduce dust concentrations in different areas of a coal mine are presented.  

- Dust hazards protection. Includes comprehensive information about half-masks and their correct 

use.  

- Interactive/Multimedia Materials: 

 FILMS. There are 3 sub-repositories of films. The first one includes 6 films about technical 

solutions and behaviour that contribute to dust hazard reduction. The second includes 5 films 

covering topics such as: what coal dust is composed of, how common pneumoconiosis is, size 

of coal dust particles compared to other objects, what respirable dust is and how it affects the 

human respiratory system, and an experiment showing the effectiveness of an example dust 

reduction system. In the third sub-repository there are 4 films that include a re-evaluation of 

learning provided in the presentations but which also provide other supplementary information. 

Topics covered include coal dust – its characteristics and explosiveness; fitting of a half-mask; 

pneumoconiosis – types, statistics, diagnosing the disease; coal dust particles – size, effect on 

the human body. 

 INTERACTIVE TASKS. There are 10 quizzes that enable the user to verify their level of acquired 

knowledge from the presentations and films.  

 SERIOUS GAME – This is a specific type of interactive task. In the e-learning course, introductory 

information is given regarding the game along with a link to download the game from Google 

Play. 

- Leaflet. This is a downloadable and printable document for persons who are exposed to dusts in 

coal mines. It explains the main important facts regarding coal dust and associated lung diseases, 

and methods that can be applied to reduce them, with particular attention on the use of half-masks. 

The importance of wearing half-masks is supported by testimonials from persons who have 

suffered from lung diseases after many years of being exposed to coal dust. 

- Self-evaluation. The test enables a trainee to check their level of knowledge against what was 

provided in the course.  

 

 SEE a detailed description of the course in APPENDIX A 

 

 

 SEE example slides from the presentations in APPENDIX C 

 

 

 SEE example screenshots from interactive tasks in APPENDIX D 
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3.2. Use of the course 

Access. In the Moodle platform, browsing of presentations and films can be done by any user – 

including users who enter the course as “guests”. But access to interactive tasks and the final test 

requires creation of a user account on the platform and enrolment on the course. The account 

creation form is shown in Fig. 3. This is a standard Moodle form. An email is sent to confirm the 

creation of the account.   

 

 

Figure 3 Setup of account to access the ROCD e-training course.  

 

Learning path. There is no obligatory order in which to follow the course. A trainee can select and 

browse/use any material they wish, which is in accordance with what is recommended for e-learning 

courses for adults. 

The objective is to provide training materials both for all who work in a coal mine underground, and 

thus are exposed to coal dust, and for those who are responsible for planning, implementation, 

governance and use of technical solutions for the reduction of dusts. Some of the materials – mainly 

some films – may also be of interest to audiences outside the mining industry, e.g. workers from 

other industries where half-masks are necessary or for persons who wear half-masks in private 

activities.  

The materials can be also used as complementary content for the training of employees or in 

awareness-raising campaigns regarding dusts and their harmful impacts on health. 

 

 SEE Applicability of training materials for particular target audiences - APPENDIX B. 
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4. Appendices  

 

APPENDIX A – ROCD e-learning course – screenshots and description of content 

 

SCREENSHOTS 
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  Screenshot from the ROCD Miner game 

 

 

A preview of the leaflet is shown below. 
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Repository of questions includes single choice questions. Each time the test is run, the questions and 

answers within them are shuffled.  

Below you can see examples of questions. They intentionally are shown partially.  
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QUALITATIVE DESCRITPION OF CONTENT 

 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

This glossary lists main terms concerning dust hazards. It is developed with the Moodle activity ‘Glossary’. 

It contains more than 50 definitions concerning dust hazards. 
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Example of glossary’s content (definitions) 
 

MODULE 1 – Introduction to dust hazards  – Topic 1.1 – Dust: definition and classification 

Descriptive slides informing what dust is, how it can be classified (based on different criteria),  

MODULE 1 – Introduction to dust hazards  – Topic 1.2 – The main sources of dust emission in hard coal 

mines 

Descriptive slides informing what causes air dustiness in a coal mine and what main types of threats it 

causes.  

MODULE 1 – Introduction to dust hazards  – Topic 1.3 – Deposition of dust in the respiratory system 

Descriptive slides informing about factors that affect harmfulness of dust for a human, structure of human 

respiratory system. 

MODULE 1 – Introduction to dust hazards  – Topic 1.4 – Pneumoconiosis: definition, division, 

accompanying symptoms 

Descriptive slides informing about pneumoconiosis – what it is, what its types are and what symptoms 

accompany this disease and whether it is curable. 

 

MODULE 2 – Dust hazards prediction – Topic 2.1 – Equipment for measuring the amount of dust 

Descriptive slides informing about sample devices used to measure dustiness. The following equipment is 

described:  

Personal dust sampler CIP-10 

Stationary optical dust meter PŁ-3  

IPS analyzer version Q - IPSQ  

Dust Trak II meter 

MODULE 2 – Dust hazards prediction – Topic 2.2 – Internet application for calculation of the distribution of 

dust concentration – introduction 

Descriptive slides about the application – its functionality, necessary input data, obtained information 

MODULE 2 – Dust hazards prediction – Topic 2.2 – Internet Application: Distribution of dust concentration 

depending on the distance 

Link to the application (embedded within the course) 

 

MODULE 3 – Dust hazards prevention – Topic 3.1 – Introduction 

Descriptive slides with general about spraying devices used at different location of a coal mine: 

in longwalls 
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in underground drivages  

in processing plants 

MODULE 3 – Dust hazards prevention – TOPIC 3.2 – Examples of dust reduction techniques 

Descriptive slides informing about particular solutions used to reduce dustiness: 

in longwalls: 

1. Spraying through the spraying nozzles, mounted on the cutting drum of a longwall shearer 

2. Using the zonal spraying installations mounted under the main canopies of powered roof supports 

in underground drivages: 

1. Spraying through the spraying nozzles, mounted on the cutting head of a roadheader 

2. Spraying with use of water curtain, mounted on the cutting arm of a roadheader 

3. Roadway spraying dust barriers – CZP-BRYZA 

4. Smart spraying device SSD-1 

5. Use of dust control devices in driven faces with the combined ventilation system 

6. Wet dispersion dust collector 

7. Drilling the blast holes in the face fronts with a water scrubber 

8. Reducing the surface tension of water used for spraying by surfactants 

in processing plants 

1. Use of PASAT-W spraying system 

2. Encapsulation of dust generation zones 
 

MODULE 4 – Dust hazards protection – Topic 4.1 – Introduction 

Descriptive slides informing about: types of measures used for controlling of dust hazard, role of respiratory 

protective equipment (RPE) as a measure to control dust hazard and main requirements that have to be 

taken into account for using RPE.  

MODULE 4 – Dust hazards protection – Topic 4.2 – Types of RPE applicable for miners 

Descriptive slides informing about: disposable and reusable half-masks – their structure, advantages and 

disadvantages, protection they provide, classification,  

MODULE 4 – Dust hazards protection – Topic 4.3 – Use of RPE 

Descriptive slides informing about issues directly related with use of half-masks: on-site RPE program that 

should be applied, face fit testing, user seal check, rules regarding changing of a half-mask for a new one, 

and test stand of RPE developed in KOMAG. 

 

INTERACTIVE/MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS 

REPOSITORIES OF FILMS (=>3) – webpages (Moodle activity: ‘Page’) at which films form the ROCD 

YouTube channel are embedded and displayed (=> 15): 

- Films_Dust hazard reduction; corresponds to the YouTube playlist ‘Dust hazards reduction’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcfQM7u1RrU&list=PLkvBFeaR3ed3LR10IndFqa4lhl3r5sFFW  

- Films_Do you know … - short and to the point about dust hazard; corresponds to the YouTube playlist 

‘Do you know…’  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMgi8MbNIa0&list=PLkvBFeaR3ed351SZ8jwyRLoNVivrzjR8g  

- Films_Learn more about the dust hazard in the mine; corresponds to the YouTube playlist  ‘Learn 

more about the dust hazard in the mine 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYlRHJYnbHM&list=PLkvBFeaR3ed2Q8rdr6pVIFKltqA4PyP7y 
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INTERACTIVE TASKS (=> 10) – tasks created with the Moodle activity: ‘quiz’; a variety of question types 

has been used 

Interactive task_Respiratory track 

Interactive task_Dust controls 

Interactive taks_Face fit tests 

Interactive task_Coal dust neutralization - methods 

Interactive task_Surfactants 

Interactive task_Spraying systems 

Interactive task_Spraying - water vs. air-water 

Interactive task_User seal check 

Interactive task_Comparison of water and air-water spraying systems 

Interactive task_Locations of dust generation 

ROCD Miner: A mining game, help your miners work safely – a webpage (Moodle activity: ‘Page’): 

- with access to the webpage of Google Play where the SERIOUS GAME called ROCD Miner can be 

downloaded 

- with short  description of the game. 

 

LEAFLET 

Coal dust and lung disease – a downloadable and printable short document ( => 6 pages) about coal dust 

as a source of danger for workers in a coal mine and methods to reduce it with particular underlining of 

importance of wearing of half-masks. 

 

SELF-EVALUATION 

Self-evaluation – a test created with use of the Moodle activity ‘quiz’; includes 10 questions covering content 

of the whole course. 
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APPENDIX B  – ROCD e-learning course – applicability for target audience 

 

In the table it is indicated for which representatives of target audience content (even partly) of training materials 

is useful. 

Note: interactive tasks and self-evaluation are quizzes that verify obtained knowledge and are not covered by 

the table 

No. Training material 

Coal mines 

Other industries, 

branches where workers 

are exposed to dust  

Any person who  

is exposed to dust 

in private life 
personnel who 

works underground 

management 

(decision makers 

related with coal 

dust control ) 

x – useful directly in work, activities, taking decisions 

o – raises awareness, which indirectly contributes to safer behavior and/or better decisions as regards dust hazard 

Section: Glossary of terms 

 Glossary of terms x x x x 

Section: Introduction to dust hazards 

 
Topic 1.1: Dust – definition and 

classification 
x x x x 

 
Topic 1.2: The main sources of 

dust emission in hard coal mines 
x x   

 
Topic 1.3: Deposition of dust in 

the respiratory system 
x x x x 

 

Topic 1.4: Pneumoconiosis - 

definition, division, accompanying 

symptoms 

x x x  

 
Topic 2.1: Equipment for 

measuring the amount of dust 
 x x  

 

Topic 2.2: Internet application for 

calculation of the distribution of 

dust concentration – introduction 

[and the application] 

o x   

Section: Dust hazards prevention 

 
Topic 3.1: Dust hazards 

prevention - Introduction 
 x   

 
Topic 3.2: Examples of dust 

reduction techniques 
 x   

Section: Dust hazards protection 

 Topic 4.1: Introduction o x x o 

 
Topic 4.2: Types of RPE 

applicable for miners 
o x x x 

 Topic 4.3: Use of RPE x x x x 
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Section: Interactive/Multimedia Materials 

 
Playlist: Dust hazard reduction 

FILM 1  
 x   

 
Playlist: Dust hazard reduction 

FILM 2  
 x o  

 
Playlist: Dust hazard reduction 

FILM 3 
 x o o 

 
Playlist: Dust hazard reduction 

FILM 4 
 x o  

 
Playlist: Dust hazard reduction 

FILM 5 
o x o  

 
Playlist: Dust hazard reduction 

FILM 6 
x x x x 

 Playlist: Do you know…  FILM 1 o o   

 Playlist: Do you know…  FILM 2 o x o o 

 Playlist: Do you know…  FILM 3 o o o o 

 Playlist: Do you know…  FILM 4 o o o o 

 Playlist: Do you know…  FILM 5 o o o o 

 
Playlist: Learn more about the 

dust hazard in the mine  FILM 1 
o x   

 
Playlist: Learn more about the 

dust hazard in the mine  FILM 2 
x x x x 

 
Playlist: Learn more about the 

dust hazard in the mine  FILM 3 
o o o o 

 
Playlist: Learn more about the 

dust hazard in the mine  FILM 4 
o x o o 

 SERIOUS GAME: ROCD Miner o o   

Section: Leaflet 

 Coal dust and lung disease o x o o 
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APPENDIX C  – ROCD e-learning course – presentations (slides) 

 

Below are examples, randomly selected, of PowerPoint slides from the presentations. 
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APPENDIX D  – ROCD e-learning course – Interactive tasks (screenshots) 

 

There are 10 interactive tasks in the course. Below you can see examples of them. They are intentionally 

shown as partial views. 

 

TITLE: Interactive task_Respiratory track 

 

 

TITLE: Interactive task_ Face fit tests 
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TITLE: Interactive task_ Spraying systems 

 
 

 

TITLE: Interactive task_ User seal check 

 

 

 


